B (sb):
The sb unitarity triangle -squashed.
High experimental precision necessary to resolve it. 
B s -decays that are sensitive to φ s at LHCb:
at LHCb s φ
Flavor tagging
Tagging efficiency: ε tag -probability that tagging procedure gives an answer Wrong tag fraction: w tag -probability for the answer to be incorrect 
Event selection (Full MC) summary: 
( ) 1 1 cos ( ) ( 2 1 cos cos( ) ) 
Sensitivity studies
~ 200 toy experiments generated (each experiment corresponds to 2 fb -1 (10 7 seconds at L=2×10 32 cm 2 s -1 ) 
Sensitivity -RMS of the parameter distribution

Proper-time distributions Transversity angle θ (B s → J/ψ φ)
The likelihood for the signal transitions is simultaneously optimized with the control sample (B s →D s π). The tagging performance is assumed to be the same for the control and signal sample. 
Proper Time and Angular Models
The background is assumed to be independent on θ tr . 
